
 

 

 

     

Instructions:  

1. On a top folding white note card, mask off a 1 and 1/2 inch strip on the left hand side of the card front using some low tack 

masking tape. 

2. Using an ink blending tool, blend in Salty Ocean and Faded Jeans distress ink, to create a gradient of color that is darker at the top. 

3. Position the PB Oscillations stencil over the blue strip and using Faded Jeans distress ink and an ink blending tool, sponge color 

over the stencil. When finished remove the masking tape. 

4. On a separate white piece of card stock, stamp the hot air balloons 3x from the PB Live it up! stamp set in Memento Tuxedo Black 

ink. Color the balloons with Copic markers. Small balloon (B02, B04, B06, B28, YR04, YR12, TY68) Medium balloon (YG03, YG17, YG67, 

Y13, Y15, Y19, YR04) Large Balloon (R05, R29, R39, BG09, BG15, BG23, BG49). 

5. Fussy cut around the hot air balloons and, with a black marker, blacken the edges. 

6. Using Memento Tuxedo Black ink, stamp the 3 x hot air balloon images over the inked stripe, in a small triangular cluster, 

overlapping the large and medium balloons. 

7. Adhere the balloons over the stamped images, mounting the small and large balloons with mounting foam. Adhere the medium 

balloon directly to the card front with a liquid adhesive. 

8. Die cut the PB Hello sentiment from black card stock, cutting off the long sentiment tail. Adhere to the card front under the 

balloons with a liquid adhesive. 

9. Using the Happy Everything sentiment from the PB Special Wishes stamp set, cut the stamp apart, to remove the word happy. 

Stamp this in VersaFine Onyx Black ink between the 'h' and 'l' letters of the hello die cut. 

10. Using a black marker, color in the baskets of the hot air balloons. 

 

 

SIMPLICITY Sister: Marion Vagg 

 

Penny Black Products Used:  30-289 Live it Up!, 

30-229 Special Wishes, 25-014 Oscillations stencil, 

51-104 Hello 

 

Additional Products: White card stock, Black card 

stock, Low tack masking tape, Distress Inks - Salty 

Ocean, Faded Jeans, Ink blending tool, VersaFine 

ink - Onyx Black, Memento ink - Tuxedo Black, 

Copic markers (colors listed below), Mounting 

foam, Liquid Adhesive, Memento marker - Tuxedo 

black 

 

 

 

 

 


